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Introduction 

Today, we are taking a hard look at the way our applications store and retrieve data, 

and we are asking a question: Do we really need traditional RDBMS
1
 for all 

scenarios? This does not mean throwing away all relational databases, it means not 

using one-database-fits-all approach. We are trying to find best tools for our job.  

So my aim in this thesis is to help us understand competing SQL/NoSQL (for 

definitions see chapters 2 and 3) data stores so that we are best armed to make the 

right choice of database for our needs. 

In chapter number 1, there is a description of latest trends in data storing, size and 

application architecture. Chapter 2 shows few common SQL databases and describes 

their limitations. Chapter 3introduces some ready to use NoSQL data stores and how 

they address applications needs. Experimental part is in chapter 4. 

                                                 

 

1
RDBMS – is a software package to control use, maintenance and creation of relational  

database 
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1. Challenges 

In this chapter, I want to describe latest trends in application development and data 

storing. Their set will help us specify the requirements for comparing database 

solutions in next chapters. 

1.1. Data Set Size 

Internet scales. There is a report from research company IDC [1] that attempt to 

count up all digital data created each year. It says that for year 2006 there were 161 

exabytes of digital data. But in 2010, it is expected that total amount will jump to 988 

exabytes (yes we are closing in on 1 zettabyte).  

They predict exponential growth, over two years more data will be generated than 

during all the previous years combined. Today, we have massive data volumes with 

distributed architecture required to store the data – Google, Amazon, Yahoo, 

Facebook (e.g. 10-100K servers). We are talking here about massive data collections, 

coming 24/7 from geographic areas all around the globe. This is a huge explosion in 

the growth of information.  

1.1.1. UPDATEs and DELETEs 

Usually we do not really need UPDATEs and DELETEs because they lead to loss of 

information. We may need the data later for reactivation or auditing. Typically 

information is never removed nor just updated from a real world perspective anyway. 

E.g. user leaves company - his employment record is still saved, or account balance 

is updated - previous record is maintained. So we can typically model an 

UPDATE/DELETE as an INSERT and version the record.  

But some problems arise when we use INSERT-only system. When versioned data 

gets too large we archive inactive parts e.g. on different machine. Database cannot 
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help us with cascading
2
; this needs to be done on app layer. Also cascades can be far 

more complex than propagating UPDATE/DELETE. E.g. every time bank account is 

debited checks need to be made on minimum account balance, etc... Also queries will 

need to filter out inactive records but we can use views to help cache that.  

1.1.2. Scaling 

As database fills with data, we must be prepared for scaling; otherwise it will stop 

serving its purpose – saving our data. There are two approaches for database scaling. 

Scaling Up 

Scaling up is the most common approach for scaling applications, because it requires 

no change to application and keeps all data in one place which helps reducing the 

maintenance and complexity. Sometimes it is also called Vertical Scaling. It simply 

means increasing resources for application (adding faster processors, more memory 

and upgrading discs), allowing it to handle higher load and amount of requests. 

Unfortunately, the cost of this approach does not scale nearly linearly – getting a 

machine that can support twice as many discs can cost more than twice as much. 

Also this approach helps us only for some time. Our box will be maxed out and in 

the end only option, we have left is Scaling Out.  

Scaling Out 

Scaling out is scaling by division, also called Horizontal Scaling, Partitioning or 

Sharding. This is more complex approach, which is based on partitioning data across 

several database servers. This allows distributing load at more machines.  

There are two different types of solution to this problem depicted on Figure 1. 

                                                 

 

2
Cascading – it‗s a refential action defined e.g. in SQL:2003 revision of SQL language, when 

the column is updated or deleted same action will happen on referenced column 
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Horizontal partitioning 

As the title implies it involves splitting table by rows into different tables. Each table 

then contains the same number of columns but fewer rows. For example, we can split 

table to 12 by every month in year while a view with a union might be created over 

all of them to provide a complete view of all rows.  

Vertical partitioning 

Vertical partitioning means splitting table by columns into different tables. 

Normalization also splits tables by columns but vertical partitioning goes above that 

and can splits tables that are already normalized. We can also use different machines 

to store infrequently or very wide columns. Common way to split table is by static 

(fast to find) and dynamic (slow to find) data, and therefore gaining performance 

boost in accessing static data e.g. for statistical analysis.  

 

Figure 1 – the difference between Horizontal and Vertical partitioning [2] 

1.1.3. Replication 

With many distributed data solutions (such as MySQL clusters), we can set up 

multiple copies of data on different servers in process called replication. 
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It is a process of sharing data between redundant databases (with ensuring 

consistency). It helps to improve fault-tolerance, reliability and accessibility. 

Actually, it is scaling by replication. They all can serve simultaneous requests and 

improve performance by that. 

There are two types of replication. 

Master-Slave 

Typically process of replication is not decentralized, but performed by Master-Slave 

relationship. All servers do not work the same way. The master is an authoritative 

source of all data and slave nodes synchronize their copies with him. 

There are some obvious disadvantages. Each write results in N writes on N slaves. 

This can pose a problem when we deal with high volume of data and can also limit 

size of scaling. Although read can get faster (because we can read from N nodes) but 

critical reads still must go to the master because writes may not be propagated to all 

nodes. Usually this needs to be implemented on application layer. The main problem 

is that the master node is a bottle-neck for whole database (we cannot write faster 

than master node is capable) and also single point of failure (when master node fails 

e.g. not all of his data can be propagated to slaves so everyone will have different 

data). 

Master-Master 

When all of the nodes have exactly the same function and there is no special host that 

is coordinating activities, we call it Master-Master replication (sometimes also called 

―server symmetry‖).  

More masters improve write scalability but may lead to conflicts. Conflict resolution 

happens at O(N
3
) or O(N

2
) [3].Decentralized design is also key for high availability, 

failure of one node will not distrupt service. Also setting up one node does not differ 

from setting up 50 nodes, because it is usually the same – scaling is linear. 
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1.2. Connectedness of Information 

Over time, information became more and more interlinked and connected. Starting 

with documents - completely isolated information structures, hypertext added links to 

documents, blogs has pingbacks (basically XML-RPC request from blog A to blog 

B, send when one blog links to another), tagging groups etc...  

 

Figure 2 – example of information connectivity [4] 

On Figure 2 we can see growth of information connectivity through time, with some 

examples.  

1.2.1. JOINs 

JOIN is syntactic clause in SQL language used for combining multiple tables in 

database. In general, it is used to describe process of connecting multiple sets of data 

(not only in SQL databases). 

We should avoid them because they do not work across shards, cached views are still 

not supported by majority of databases and most importantly: joins are expensive on 

performance because database server must perform complex operations over large 

volumes of data.  
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How to avoid them? By denormalization. Purpose of normalization is in reducing 

amount of storage and in making easier to have consistent data by keeping just one 

copy. But when we denormalize, we will have to ensure consistency at application 

layer. Also data volume will start to grow but storage is cheap today and we can 

archive not-so-much-used data. And it is quite easy when we do only INSERTs and 

no UPDATEs and DELETEs.  

1.3. Semi-Structured Information 

We can define Semi-Structured information as information that has few mandatory 

parts but many optional parts. For example Salary lists: in 1980s all elements had 

exactly one job, but in 2000s we need 5 job columns, or 6? Or 12? Content 

individualizes.  

We can look at RDBMS performance in this area at Figure 3:  

 

Figure 3 – Performance of RDBMS compared to data complexity [4] 

We joined connectedness and semi structure into Data complexity in this graph. 

Points are requirements of applications.  

Simple data means high performance (e.g. salary lists) and simple tables are best 

target use case for relational databases. Due to growth of complexity followed by 

using of sparse tables (case is represented as multiple rows, with each row 
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representing a property/value pair, for e.g.: CustomerID, ProductID, Quantity) and 

JOINs we can see dropping performance. Query workload can get eventually 

extreme and it will be nearly impossible to efficiently do JOINSs at that scale.  

Also schema flexibility (migration) is not trivial at large scale, but schema changes 

can be gradually introduced with NoSQL.  

There are number of industries where companies did not even try to use RDBMS, 

they instead built databases from scratch. For example Facebook uses in memory 

(terabytes of RAM) graph database for connections between people.  

1.3.1. Fixed Schema 

In relational databases, we define schema (entities, attributes, indexes...) before we 

start using data.  

But sometimes we must modify schema. Because of the big competition we must 

add/change features during development quickly, and this usually requires changes 

on the data model and corresponding parts of database schema. Adding, Modifying 

and Deleting index or column may lock rows or even table. Imagine this on large 

scale application with millions of rows. 

1.4. Architecture 

Over years application architecture has changed. Let‘s look at the last decades: 

1980s: mainframe applications, one application with one database (example on 

Figure 4) 

 

Figure 4 – mainframe architecture [4] 
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1990s: database as an integration hub (example on Figure 5) 

 

Figure 5 – integration hub [4] 

We had a number of applications and they were connected to one database, and they 

shared data through that database.  

2000s: decoupled services with own back-end (example on Figure 6 – image was 

inspired by Emil Eiframe‘s lecture about graph databases [4] but there were some 

mistakes so I corrected them) 

 

Figure 6 – decoupled services 

Nowadays we build (especially web) our applications more as service oriented 

architecture; we compose our applications by number of services. So when we find 

database that is more suitable for one service, we can swap them and make our 

service faster.  

And this is why (because of the services) we can start using NoSQL databases; 

organizational impact is today much less that it was in the past. We can use NoSQL 

as purpose optimized storage (e.g. searching, caching).  

There are two current architectures that we should also mention. 
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1.4.1. Web 2.0 

The term Web 2.0 refers to stage of evolution of World Wide Web where stationary 

content of web pages was replaced by shared space, interoperability and 

collaboration on content. It is closely associated with O‘Reilly Media Web 2.0 

conference in 2004 [5]. 

1.4.2. Software as a service 

Software as a Service (SaaS) is a delivery model where software is hosted centrally 

and used by clients by small client or web browser. It was created as reaction to 

lowering software/server license costs and outsourcing. 
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2. SQL 

2.1. Introduction 

Although everybody is likely familiar with them, let's turn our attention to some 

fundamentals in relational databases. This will give us basis on which we can 

consider advantages and trade-offs of recent NoSQL data stores especially on large 

distributed data systems, such as those required at web scale.  

There are many reasons why relational databases became so popular in last 4 

decades. An important one is the Structured Query Language (SQL) which is feature 

rich and uses simple declarative syntax. SQL was adopted as ANSI standard in 1986 

since that time it went through many revisions and also was extended by proprietary 

syntax such as Microsoft's T-SQL and Oracle's PL/SQL to provide additional 

features. SQL is easy to use, the basic syntax can be learned quickly, and junior 

developers can become proficient fast. Also there are many tools that include 

intuitive graphical interfaces for viewing and working with our database. In part 

because SQL is a standard, it allows us to integrate with various systems, and all we 

need is an application driver. If we decide to change our application implementation 

language or RDBMS we can do that often without bigger problems if we had not 

used too much proprietary extensions.  

2.1.1. Transactions 

In addition to features mentioned relational databases, also support transactions. As 

Jim Gray defines them: A database transaction is a transformation of state with 

ACID properties [6]. Key feature is that they execute at first virtually, allowing the 

programmer to do undo (ROLLBACK), and if everything goes fine transaction will 

be committed to database. Transactions are very important when we talk about 

comparison between SQL and NoSQL, so we must mention them more in deep.  

ACID is acronym for Atomic, Consistent, Isolated and Durable - which are key 

features for transaction being executed properly.  

 Atomic - every update within transaction must succeed in order to be 

successful, operation cannot be divided and all of them must be successful 
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 Consistent–means that data moves from one correct state to another correct 

state, e.g. we cannot delete user and leave his discussion post referencing his 

primary key untouched 

 Isolated–two (or more) transaction cannot modify same data in same time, 

they must wait for another to complete 

 Durable–if transaction succeeds changes cannot be lost 

Problem with updates is that they take some time so transactions can become 

difficult under heavy load. When we attempt to horizontally scale our database 

(making it distributed),we now must think about distributed transactions. They will 

now spread over multiple systems. In order to keep ACID properties transaction, 

manager has to do some heavy work over multiple nodes (e.g. Two-Phase Commit) 

as Google architect Gregor Hohpe said in his post. [7] 

2.1.2. Schema and Impedance mismatch 

Often mentioned feature of relational databases is the rich schemas they afford and 

how we can represent our objects in a relational model. There is a whole industry of 

(expensive) tools for that. However, if we want to create properly normalized 

schema, we are forced to create tables that do not exist as objects in our application. 

For example, we have Students table and Courses table. But to represent many-to-

many relationship we have to create sparse (sometimes also called JOIN) table to 

connect these two tables. This is slowly pollutes our data model where we prefer to 

have just courses and students. We must also do complex JOIN queries to connect 

these tables together. And that, as we mentioned in thesis introduction, can turn to be 

performance problem for our application. 

This is called Impedance Mismatch. By definition impedance means that two objects 

lack some expected structural similarity. Key word here is expected, in ordinary 

circumstances we would expect that application will mirror into database. It is a 

result of the differences in structure between a normalized relational database and a 

typical object oriented class hierarchy. Databases do not map naturally to object 

models.  
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As Bryan Duxbury said in his post: Impedance mismatch is a more subtle and 

challenging problem to get over. The problem occurs when more and more complex 

schemas are shoehorned into a tabular format. The traditional issue is mapping 

object graphs to tables and relationships and back again. One common case where 

this sort of problem comes to light is when your objects have a lot of possible fields 

but most objects don’t have an instance of every field. In a traditional RDBMS, you 

have to have a separate column for each field and store NULLs. Essentially, you 

have to decide on a homogeneous set of fields for every object. Another problem is 

when your data is less structured than a standard RDBMS allows. [8]If we will have 

an undefined, unpredictable set of fields for our objects, we will end with generic 

field schema with many JOINs (Object has many fields). 

2.1.3. Scaling 

As always easiest (and least disruptive) way how to scale our database is scaling up, 

but it has limitations and serious downsides mentioned in Chapter 1.This is the time, 

when we usually begin to think about scaling out. When we try to shard it seems 

natural that we need to find a key how to divide our data.  E.g. when we have large 

customers table, likely is not a good strategy to divide rows on machines that every 

have only customers with same first letter of last name because machines with letters 

Q or X will sit idle while N, M or J will spike. We should shard by something 

random, numeric like a phone number or record creation. All in order to get our data 

better distributed. 

There are 3 basic strategies for determining shard division: 

 Feature-based shard – this approach chose eBay [9]in 2006 when they needed 

to support billion of queries a day. Using this strategy we split database by 

tables that are connected by same features and they not overlap too much. 

E.g. on eBay users are in one shard and items for sale are in another. 

 Key-based sharding – we try to find key in our data to evenly distribute them 

across shards. Common strategy is use hash function on time based or 

numeric columns. 

 Lookup table – we use one node in server cluster as ―yellow pages‖ to the rest 

nodes. There are some obvious disadvantages: performance spikes on lookup 
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node every time we will access our data. This is called bottleneck because if 

lookup node is slow – everything gets slow. Also it is single point of failure. 

2.1.4. Other 

We preferably want to avoid going to disc as far as possible and serve out of main 

memory to get best performance and faster response time. Most relational systems 

are not memory oriented but disc oriented. Even with large main memory, RDBMS 

will end up going to disc for most queries. They are not aggressive about serving 

data from main memory and avoiding going to disk. Facebook tried to address this 

by building large in-memory MySQL cluster but they ended in using NoSQL 

solution anyway. 

2.2. MySQL 

MySQL is an open-source RDBMS that runs on a server and is a core part of widely 

used web application software stack LAMP (acronym for Linux, Apache, MySQL, 

and Perl/PHP/Python). It can run on most of Unix, Linux and Windows platforms. It 

has also a rich portfolio of management and development tools available. 

In classical medium scale deployment MySQL can by Scaled Up by adding more 

powerful hardware and gigabytes of memory. 

But on larger scale, we need to Scale Out on multiple servers to improve reliability 

and performance. MySQL uses simple one-way Master-Slave replication. All SQL 

statements are saved in binary log so they can be easily replicated on slave machines. 

Master is used for writes and his slaves are used to improve performance for reads as 

we can see on Figure 7 (this is typical high-end use e.g. on Facebook [10]). But when 

Master fails, we can set manually one of the slaves as new Master. 

More performance can be added by caching databases queries in memory or by 

sharding. But with sharding we cannot use cross-shard SQL queries –if we do JOIN 

operation on data resided on single shard there will not be any problem, but over 

different shard we can get incomplete result set [11]. The best solution is to design 

application that will not need cross-shard queries – related data will reside on same 
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shards. Also cross shards queries and transactions can slow-down the whole 

database. 

 

Figure 7 – Using MySQL replication for Scale-Out [12] 

2.3. SQLite 

SQLite is relatively small (about 300kB) ACID-compliant, embedded relational 

database. It was created in 2000 by Richard Hip as a small database for guided 

missile destroyer [13]. As an opposite of other relational databases it is integral part 

of client application, so there is no installation and no server. Also there is only one 

database file in cross platform format. 

It implements most of the SQL-92 standard but it does not support RIGHT/FULL 

OUTER JOINS and only basics from ALTER TABLE. 

Based on sqlite.org benchmarks [14] SQLite is very fast compared to MySQL and 

when we postpone writes to disk, it is even faster than MySQL in every test. 

2.4. Microsoft SQL Server 

SQL server is RDBMS developed by Microsoft and it uses proprietary SQL 

extension T-SQL. Server can run only on Windows systems but has very rich bundle 

of management and development tools from Microsoft available. 

Replication services supports 3 types of replication: 
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Transaction replication – every write transaction made to master database is synced 

out to slaves in near real time 

Merge replication – write changes are made to both master and slaves and 

synchronized bi-directionally, conflicts are solved by predefined policies. It is more 

close to Master-Master replication. 

Snapshot replication – master database creates its snapshot and then replicate it to 

Slaves, changes are not tracked. 

Sharding support with SQL Server is not included in his RDBMS so we will face 

same problem I mentioned in this chapters Introduction. 

2.5. Object Relational Mapping 

ORM is technique of converting data between incompatible type systems (in our case 

RDBMS) and object model used in object-oriented programming languages. This 

creates "virtual object database" effect in programming language. We usually we 

have a Persistent layer which does every work for us connected with saving, 

modification, reading and deleting data.  

One of the most famous implementation is Hibernate library for Java or his derivate 

for .NET NHibernate. Both can map to most of RDBMSs. We can see example on 

Figure 8. 
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Figure 8 – NHibernate architecture  [15] 

Biggest advantage of ORM is fast development or database migration of application. 

If we will use specialized API for used RDBMS we must usually rewrite some parts 

of app for database migration which will cost us time and money. With ORM we can 

usually just switch to another database.  

Now disadvantages. We will get average performance drop about 15-20% and by 

nature of ORM sometimes it is not even possible to get better performance. The 

majority of ORM users are Java and .NET developers. Sometimes implementation of 

this technology leads to poor code or bad application performance because 

programmers are not forced to think about database.  

ORM has today definitely place in application development because sometimes fast 

development is often the biggest concern in private companies. But also when it 

comes to performance, it is better to look also at NoSQL.  

2.6. Conclusion 

Relational databases are very good at solving certain data storage issues, but because 

of their background, they also can create problems of their own when it is time to 

scale. When we try to minimalize number of JOINs we must denormalize our 

schema and that means maintaining multiple copies of our data and seriously 

disrupting our design by ―plumbing‖ code. 

http://thesis.965sergeant.savana.cz/index.php/File:Nhibernate.png
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Further, you almost certainly need to find a way around distributed transactions, 

which will quickly become a bottleneck. These compensatory actions are not directly 

supported in any but the most expensive RDBMS. And even if you can write such a 

huge check, you still need to carefully choose partitioning keys to the point where 

you can never entirely ignore the limitation.
 [9]

 

In the end, when we see limitations of RDBMS and strategies developers use to 

overcome their scaling problems NoSQL solutions are maybe not that radical for us 

and maybe more natural with design and managing large amounts of data. 
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3. NoSQL 

3.1. Introduction 

NoSQL movement began in early 2009 on ―NOSQL meetup‖ organized by Last.fm 

to discuss open-source distributed databases [16]. Term NoSQL is usually [17] 

defined as data store addressing most of these points: non-relational, distributed, 

horizontally scalable and often schema-free, easy replication support, eventually 

consistent (we will explain these terms later in this chapter). So we can best describe 

NoSQL as an abbreviation of ―Not Only SQL‖. 

3.1.1. Brewer’s CAP theorem 

In order to understand NoSQL databases we need to understand CAP theorem. It was 

introduced by Eric Brewer at the 2000 Symposium on Principles of Distributed 

Computing [18] and formally proved in 2002 by Seth Gilbert and Nancy Lynch [19]. 

The theorem states that for a distributed data system it‘s impossible to provide all of 

these three requirements: Consistency, Availability and Partition Tolerance. 

According to theorem, we can satisfy only two of the three because of their mutual 

sliding dependency (Figure 9 illustrates visually CAP theorem as Venn diagram). 

E.g. more consistency we demand from system, the less partitioning we can do 

unless we tune down availability of system (for example by locking). 

 

Figure 9 – Venn diagram of CAP theorem [9] 

Let‘s look more closely on CAP requirements. 
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Consistency  

Consistency means that all database clients will read the same value for the same 

query, even when it was given by concurrent updates.  

There are three consistency models available with NoSQL databases: 

Strict (sequential) consistency 

Strict consistency is strongest level of consistency meaning every read will return 

most recently written value. On single machine this does not pose any problem, but 

on global scale with distributed data centers it requires e.g. some sort of global clock 

timestamping every operation or maybe some global lock…but that can seriously 

slower whole distributed data store and create bottle neck. 

As Amazon CTO Werner Vogels puts it: Data replication algorithms used in 

commercial systems traditionally perform synchronous replica coordination in order 

to provide a strongly consistent data access interface. To achieve this level of 

consistency, these algorithms are forced to tradeoff the availability of the data under 

certain failure scenarios. For instance, rather than dealing with the uncertainty of 

the correctness of an answer, the data is made unavailable until it is absolutely 

certain that it is correct [20].  

Causal consistency 

Causal consistency is weaker form of strict. This model attempts to determine the 

cause of events to create some consistency from their order. So when we read data, 

we must read them in sequence if there were written as potentially related. 

Eventual (weak) consistency 

This model means that every update will propagate through all replicas in distributed 

system and eventually all replicas will be consistent. 

This is actually not that big problem as it could look like. Most systems will need 

more availability and partition tolerance than strong consistency. E.g. as former 
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Microsoft India Web Platform Lead Vineet Gupta said in his post: Customer wants to 

place an order – you will accept the order, not return the money saying the system is 

unavailable – availability is important. Inventory would be checked asynchronously. 

Order details would be checked asynchronously. All this while data would be in an 

inconsistent state [21]. 

Availability  

Data store must always allow clients not only to read data but also to write them. 

Partition Tolerance  

The data store can be partitioned on different machines, and it will continue working 

when some messages will be lost or even some machines fails.  

But when we talk about distributed systems and network partitioning, we must see 

that in some level machines fails continuously and packet loss is inevitable. Because 

of that distributed system must be Partition-Tolerant. So that leaves us only two 

options to choose Consistency and Availability. 

 

 

Figure 10 – where different databases appear in CAP taxonomy 

Figure 10 shows where different databases from next chapters are placed; it was 

inspired by CAP image from Eben Hewitt‘s book Cassandra: The Definite Guide [9]. 

However I added some data stores based on my research. Note that placement can 

change by configuration of this data stores. 

Cassandra, 

CouchDb, 

Azure table 

Relational: 

MySQL, 

MS SQL, 

SQLite 

MongoDB, Redis, 

HBase 
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3.1.2. MapReduce 

If background batch processing is our problem and we are not aware of MapReduce 

model, we should be. MapReduce is a software framework developed (and inspired 

by functions Map and Reduce from functional programming) by Google to work 

with large data sets on computer clusters. It is a way of writing batch processing jobs 

without having to worry about infrastructure.  

MapReduce works in two phases: 

Map: master node accepts a request and divides it to subrequests which distributes to 

worker nodes. Worker nodes will execute subrequests and return answer to the parent 

node.  

Reduce: when a master has enough answers or time limit for answering expires, it 

will execute Reduce function. It combines/reduces data in a way defined by user. 

Then it returns result to the user.  

Biggest advantage is that Map can be performed in parallel and send their data to 

"reducers". In the result MapReduce can be applied to very large datasets, e.g. large 

server farm can using MapReduce sort petabyte of data in only a few hours [22].  

Different databases work more or less fluently with MapReduce concept - keep that 

in mind when we choose database to fit our needs. Hadoop (see 3.4.3) is one of the 

biggest open MapReduce implementations and MongoDB (3.3.3) also includes some 

MapReduce ideas on a smaller scale.  

Let‘s show MapReduce on MongoDB example, imagine we have rows from text 

document saved as strings in database. We want to compute word frequency. In 

Figure 11, we can see example of Map function. Database will run Map function on 

every row of the document and Map function will split the row into an array with the 

word as key and count=1 as value. Now database will group key value pairs by their 

key and run Reduce function from Figure 12 on them. Reduce function will count the 

sum of all counts. Then database will group results again and run Reduce function on 

them. This will loop until combination of group and Reduce function stops producing 

new results as we can see on Figure 13. 
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Figure 11 – MongoDB map function example  [23] 

 

Figure 12 – MongoDB reduce function example [23] 

function wordReduce(key,values){ 

 

 var total = 0; 

 for (var i = 0; i < values.length; i++){ 

  total += values[i].count; 

 } 

 return {count: total};  

} 

function wordMap(){ 

 

 //find words in the document text 

 var words = this.text.match(/\w+/g); 

  

 if (words == null){ 

  return; 

 } 

  

  

 for (var i = 0; i < words.length; i++){ 

  //emit every word, with count of one 

  emit(words[i], {count: 1}); 

 } 

} 
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Figure 13 – MapReduce example [23] 

3.1.3. Notes on taxonomy 

Now, we have in my opinion some foundations to look on concrete NoSQL data 

stores. I chose taxonomy by data storage mechanism because I think it is more solid 

and more widely used than taxonomy by CAP theorem. 

3.2. Key-Value Stores 

3.2.1. Introduction 

They provide the simplest possible data model. Usually it is collection of 

(distributed) key-value pairs (hash tables).We can retrieve item based on its key, 

we can insert key/value pair and we can delete a key/value pair. They are focused on 

scaling to huge amount of data and designed for massive load. However that comes 

with the cost. Range queries are not straightforward (unless the database provides 

explicit support) and if we use only key value stores for our application it can 

complicate development. Usually they are schema-less and version data with 

datastamps. Majority of K-V stores are based on Amazon's Dynamo paper [20].  
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So in short: an extremely simple data model (example on Figure 14), which means 

scaling out is easy but also means it is poor in handling complex data.  

 

Figure 14 – example of typical Key-Value pairs  [24] 

3.2.2. Azure Table Storage Services 

One of the services provided by cloud platform Windows Azure is Table Storage. By 

Microsoft‘s definition Table Storage is queryable structured storage for non-

relational data. Table Storage Services does not have a fixed schema; entities in table 

can have different structure and different properties. Scheme can change on client 

side.  

Data Model 

Each Azure Storage account has collection of unlimited number of tables with no 

limit on table size. Tables are collections of entities (similar to rows in RDBMS).We 

can look on illustration in Figure 15. Each entity has three properties, the 

PartitionKey, the RowKey and Timestamp that are not shown in above for 

space/legibility reasons. Together these form a unique key for an entity. An entity 

also has a set of properties (Columns). A property is a name-value pair, same as a 

column. Additionally, currently the only index and all results are returned sorted by 

PartitionKey and then by RowKey. 
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Figure 15 – Azure Table Storage data model [25] 

In short data model are collections of free form entities with 3 mandatory properties:  

 PartitionKey - tables are partitioned in nodes to support load balancing, 

partition has entities with the same PartitionKey value  

 RowKey - is unique in a partition  

 plus also Timestamp - read only, set by server  

Remarks 

To access Azure Storage we can use REST and we will receive data in ATOM/XML 

format. If we use application in Azure cloud we can also use LINQ. Application can 

access Storage no matter if it is hosted on Windows Azure cloud or in-premise 

server.  

Main problem with Azure Table Storage is that it is quite young technology and has 

some serious limitations in querying and also in data size: Maximal query size is 

1000 entities and maximal execution time is 5s. Transaction limitation is 100 

operations and 4MB of data. Also currently does not support server side procedures.  
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3.2.3. Redis 

Redis is basically in-memory database, it keeps the whole dataset in memory and 

sync to disc after a defined time (it uses append-only file). It is very small (~16k 

lines of C) and very fast - there is no notable difference between read and write 

operations. So it is very quick and fast storage. Also have bindings to most of 

common languages (C/C++/C#, Java, PHP…) [26]. Development is now funded by 

VMware.  

Values in Redis can be Strings as in a conventional key-value store, but also Lists, 

Sets, and Sorted Sets (to be support in version 1.1). This data types allow 

pushing/poping elements, or adding/removing them, also perform server side union, 

intersection, difference between sets, and so forth depending on the types. Redis 

supports different kind of sorting abilities for Sets and Lists.  

You can think in Redis as a Data Structures Server, that allows you to model non 

trivial problems. Read Data Types to learn more about the way Redis handle Strings, 

and the Commands supported by Lists, Sets and Sorted Sets. [27] 

Redis supports master-slave replication. Data can replicate to any number of slaves - 

that means read (not write) scalability. Write scalability must be implemented in 

application.  

3.3. Document Stores 

3.3.1. Introduction 

 

Figure 16 – simplified document store data model [28] 

Document oriented databases stores information as documents of related data. All of 

the data in a document is self-contained, and does not rely on data in other 

http://thesis.965sergeant.savana.cz/index.php/File:Documentstore.png
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documents within the database. A document in a document database is typically a 

tree of objects containing attribute values and lists, often with mapping to JSON
3
 or 

XML often versioned, or we can say that data-model is a collection of key-value 

collections (on Figure 16 we can see very simplified example). They have flexible 

schema, similar to key-value stores but value is a document. Document stores has 

(compared to key-value stores) improved indexing and server side processing.  

For some applications data integrity is not a primary concern, such databases can 

work fine without restrictions provided by relational databases, which are designed 

to preserve data integrity. Instead giving up on these restrictions gives up document 

databases possibility to provide functionality that is difficult or maybe even 

impossible to provide with a relational databases. So it is trivial to set up a cluster of 

document oriented databases, making it easier to deal with some certain scalability 

and fault tolerance issues. Such clusters can theoretically provide us with limitless 

disc space and processing power. This is primary reason why document databases 

(and key value stores) are becoming the standard for data storage in the cloud.  

Is this different from just dumping JSON strings into MySQL? Document databases 

can actually work with the structure of the documents, for example extracting, 

indexing and filtering based on attribute values within the documents. Alternatively 

we could of course build the attribute indexing ourselves. 

Big limitation of Document Stores is that most implementations cannot perform joins 

or transactions spanning several documents. This restriction is deliberate because it 

allows the database to do automatic partitioning which can be important for scaling. 

If the structure of our data is lots of independent documents, this is not a problem - 

but if our data fits nicely into relational model and we don‘t need joins, please don‘t 

try to force it into document model.  

                                                 

 

3
JSON, which means JavaScript Object Notation, is a data exchange format developed as an 

alternative to XML. It supports only a few data types:  number, Unicode string, boolean, array, object, 

and null. 
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3.3.2. CouchDB 

CouchDB is document oriented database stores data as JSON documents without 

fixed-schema. Also has powerful views which query the database and computes 

calculations on documents. Uses distribution of data by replication, uses bi-

directional replication (Master-Master) with bi-directional conflict 

detection/resolution, can run offline, and then sync back changes. Also does not have 

JOINs between documents, primary keys or foreign keys (UUIDs are automatically 

assigned and stored in B-Tree Storage Engine).  

Development began at 2005 by former Lotus Notes Developer Damien Katz. Couch 

means "Cluster Of Unreliable Commodity Hardware". Now Apache Top Level 

Project (Licensed under Apache License) commercially supported by CouchDB. 

Written in Erlang - functional, concurrent oriented programming language (created 

by Ericsson for telecommunication). 

View engine 

View engine is something that should catch our interest. It uses MapReduce "views" 

dynamically generated by JavaScript to do sort of bridge between NoSQL and 

relational databases. These views map the document data onto a table-like structure 

that can be indexed and queried. Views can be rebuilt whenever it is necessary or can 

be configured to return stale data. Couch DB views use MapReduce approach to 

selecting documents from database. Reduce function is optional. JavaScript is default 

language for MapReduce functions. Because of its View engine CouchDB is ideal as 

"archive" database with Views returning stale data.  

Documents 

Couch DB documents are very flexible. JSON format (example on Figure 17) is 

allowing us to take advantage of JSON array and dictionaries to represent collections 

of data. There is nothing to dictate how a document should be structured, or what it 

should contain (as long as it is valid JSON format).  

{ 

   “_id”: “CouchDB: Databases and Documents”, 

   “_rev”: “1-704787893”, 
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   “author”: “John Wood”, 

   “email”: “john_p_wood”, 

   “post”: “CouchDB is a documented oriented database.  A 

document...”, 

   “tags”: [“couchdb”, “couchdb case study”, “json”], 

   “comments”: [ 

      { 

         “email”: “joe@somewhere.com”, 

         “comment”: “Thanks for the information” 

      }, 

      { 

         “email”: “kevin@xyz.com”, 

         “comment”: “CouchDB sounds pretty interesting” 

      } 

   ] 

} 

Figure 17 – Document example for blog post [29] 

3.3.3. MongoDB 

Development started in 2007, commercially supported and developed by 10Gen. The 

MongoDB team aims to be "MySQL of NoSQL" they tries to be truly universal 

NoSQL data store. On Figure 18we can see where they assume their position in data 

stores world. 

 

Figure 18 – MongoDB position [29] 

MongoDB is open source non-relational document database (example of document 

on Figure 21) that combines three things: scalable, schema-less and queryable. It has 

native drivers for almost every major language. Mongo does not implement a few 

http://thesis.965sergeant.savana.cz/index.php/File:MongoDB_position.png
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features of RDBMS (e.g. joins or transactions) in order to achieve much better 

performance and horizontal scalability. Compared to CouchDB, Mongo has much 

better querying capabilities (example on Figure 20): we can use dynamic object-

based queries (also against embedded objects and arrays) without pregenerating 

expensive views.  

Atomic transactions over multiple documents or collections are not allowed in 

MongoDB. But we can do atomic transactions (e.g. update comment posts in blog) 

on a single document, including all of its embedded objects. Part of the reason why 

MongoDB so fast is because it not requires locking. In situation when we update post 

and comments using RDBMS we will need lock multiple tables, but using MongoDB 

these will be included in single document. 

Scaling out via sharding 

Mongo has automatic sharding (scaling out) feature to distribute data and load across 

multiple servers. It uses consistent hashing (like Amazon Dynamo), order preserving 

and range chunks for splitting data into shards. This idea comes from Google 

BigTable (they call it tablets). They get ASCII name key to create ranges and by that 

range data spreads on shards. Chunks also help with range queries (example on 

Figure 19).  

 

Figure 19 – Example of MongoDB shards  [29] 

// select * from posts where „economy‟in tags 

// order by ts DESC limit 10 

 

//Support multiples types of indexing 

db.posts.ensureIndex({tags:1}); 

db.posts.ensureIndex({ts:1}); 

db.posts.ensureIndex({tags:1,ts:-1}); // compound 

 

cursor = 

db.posts.find({tags : „economy‟}).sort({ts:-1}).limit(10); 

 

Figure 20 – MongoDB Query Example [30] 

http://thesis.965sergeant.savana.cz/index.php/File:Range_chunking.png
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{  

title: „Too Big to Fail‟, 

text: „article text here...‟, 

author: „John S‟, 

ts: Date(“05-Nov-09 10:33”), 

comments: [ { author: 'Ian White', 

comment: 'Great article!' }, 

{ author: 'Joe Smith', 

comment: 'But how fast is it?', 

replies: [ {author: 'Jane Smith', 

comment: 'scalable?' } ] 

         } 

             ] 

   , 

tags: [„finance‟, „economy‟] 

} 

Figure 21 – Blog Post Data Model Example [29] 

Note for Figure 21: comments are included in object because we cannot use joins in 

MongoDB.  

3.4. Column Oriented Stores 

3.4.1. Introduction 

Column oriented stores are inspired by Google's BigTable paper [30]. The BigTable 

paper describes development of distributed and scalable database BigTable for 

Google services. Sometimes they are also called hybrid row/column stores. They are 

like a column oriented Relational DB, but with a twist, the data model differs from 

RDBMS: Unique thing about BigTable is that every row has an individual schema (it 

is not pre-defined) and can have different set of columns. Empty columns in rows are 

not stored at all. This can mean huge savings in both disk space and IO read time. 

We can set that this row will have 24 columns, but this row only 3 columns. This 

also allows us to essentially store one-to-many relationships in a single row, if our 

child entities are truly subordinate, they can be stored with their parent, eliminating 

all join operations. 

BigTable‘s data model was inspiration for many projects. The most popular are 

HBase, Hypertable and Cassandra. Because they does not have predefined schema, 

they are very attractive for applications where we do not know in advance the 

attributes of objects or they change frequently. Also these databases are very good 

for high distribution.  
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Column Oriented Stores shares same limitations with Document Stores. We cannot 

perform joins or transactions spanning several documents because of automatic 

partitioning.  

3.4.2. Cassandra 

Cassandra was prophetess in Troy during the Trojan War. Her predictions were 

always true, but never believed. Some sources call it first 2nd generation NoSQL 

database, because it combines the data model of 1
st
 generation NoSQL data stores 

BigTable with lot of scale out distributed characteristic of Dynamo. Created at 

Facebook for Inbox search and now was released open-source to Apache Software 

Foundation.  

Because of her Inbox origin, Cassandra is internally optimized towards heavy-write 

systems and designed to be high available and eventually consistent on distributed 

systems. Let‘s look on that more thoroughly. 

Data model 

The Cassandra data model is inspired by BigTable model but has a lot of different 

features.  

Column–named column is basic unit of storage in Cassandra, it consists of Name-

Value pair and timestamp for write conflict resolutions on server side (last write 

wins). 

Column Family - Collection of similar data, indexed by Row Key. For example we 

can have User column family, SchoolSubjects column family… It is a container of 

rows that have columns sets, we can picture it as analogue to tables in RDBMS – 

BUT column sets not needs to be similar (as we can see on Figure 22). 
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Figure 22 – example of a column family [9] 

Super Column - Columns who holds collection of columns, when we need to create 

a group of related columns. As we can see on Figure 23 it can be placed in column 

family as regular column. 

 

Figure 23 – example of super column [28] 

Availability 

Cassandra uses Master-Master replication, co it is decentralized and distributed – we 

can have single cluster running across possibly hundreds geographically dispersed 

data centers. At this scale, small and large components fail continuously, so 

Cassandra is designed for that by flexible replica replacement – we can replace failed 

nodes in cluster with no down time. Cassandra is designed for high availability 

(reads will always succeed). 

 

http://thesis.965sergeant.savana.cz/index.php/File:Cassandra.png
http://thesis.965sergeant.savana.cz/index.php/File:Cassandra.png
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Scaling 

Cassandra uses special property of horizontal scalability called elastic scalability. It 

means that cluster can seamlessly scale up and down by needs of user without major 

disruption or reconfiguration of entire cluster. Data will automatically rebalance. 

Cassandra uses three strategies for partitioning: 

 Random - good for distribution of data between nodes, but disables range 

queries 

 Order Preserving - can lead to unbalanced nodes, but allows range queries 

 Custom  

Consistency 

Consistency essentially means that a read always returns the most recently written 

value. Cassandra trades-off some consistency for achieving total availability. We can 

tune that between eventual consistency (Cassandra is internally optimized for this 

model) and strong consistency (not recommended by Cassandra developers because 

of performance) by setting consistency level. It is called tuneable consistency. 

Consistency level sets the number of replicas that must reply that write was 

successful. So we can say that on consistency settings recommended as best practice 

all reads will always succeed but may not all return same data. At Figure 24 we can 

see example of Cassandra‘s replication on 3 nodes. 

 

Figure 24 – Illustration of Cassandra’s replication [31] 
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3.4.3. HBase 

HBase is the Hadoop database. Hadoop is a set of open source projects that deal with 

large amounts of data in a distributed way. It contains Hadoop distributed file system 

(HDFS) and also MapReduce subprojects are open source implementations of 

Google‘s GFS and MapReduce. 

It is based on Google‘s BigTable; we can say it is BigTable written in Java. The 

project goal is hosting very large tables (billions of rows with millions of columns) 

on clusters of commodity hardware. 

Main features are: highly distributed, data is stored sorted (no secondary indexes), 

automatic partitioning, re-balancing, and re-partitioning. 

Data model 

Data model of HBase is very similar to traditional BigTable and Cassandra, so I will 

only mention some interesting things. 

HBase columns are called cells. HBase is very good for versioned data; we can use 

cell‘s timestamp for that. E.g. when we want to save users locations, we can just add 

them into column family with different timestamp. Now we have user‘s location 

history in one place and, again, no joins needed. 

Consistency& Distribution 

HBase‘s replication model (actually, it is the HDFS replication model) has very 

important feature called replication pipelining.  

When a client is writing data to an HDFS file, its data is first written to a local file. 

Now as HDFS documentation says: Suppose the HDFS file has a replication factor 

of three. When the local file accumulates a full block of user data, the client retrieves 

a list of DataNodes from the NameNode. This list contains the DataNodes that will 

host a replica of that block. The client then flushes the data block to the first 

DataNode. The first DataNode starts receiving the data in small portions (4 KB) 

writes each portion to its local repository and transfers that portion to the second 
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DataNode in the list. The second DataNode, in turn starts receiving each portion of 

the data block, writes that portion to its repository and then flushes that portion to 

the third DataNode. Finally, the third DataNode writes the data to its local 

repository. Thus, a DataNode can be receiving data from the previous one in the 

pipeline and at the same time forwarding data to the next one in the pipeline. Thus, 

the data is pipelined from one DataNode to the next [32].We can see replication 

pipelining on Figure 25. 

 

Figure 25 – Illustration of HBase DataNode replication [33] 

Now we can see how replication pipelining guarantees data consistency, when write 

is completed every node will have same data and we can guarantee write order. This 

also helps some automatic fault tolerance - when during pipelining one node fails, 

HDFS automatically redirect query to another node. Also we can add new server and 

data will be easily replicated on him. 

This may be main reason why Facebook chosen HBase over Cassandra for their 

messaging system [33]. HBase trades little of availability for achieving strong 

consistency. 
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3.5. Conclusion 

As we saw, none of the so-called ―NoSQL‖ databases have the same implementation, 

goals, features, advantages, and disadvantages. To help us to orient in this world I 

made Table 1: 

Table 1 – Comparison of NoSQL storages 

 Orientation Written in Consistency Distributed Replication 

Azure Key-Value (proprietary) Eventual Yes M-M 

Redis Key-Value C Strong Yes M-S 

CouchDB Document Erlang Eventual Yes M-M 

MongoDB Document C++ Strong Yes M-S 

Cassandra Column o. Java Eventual Yes M-M 

HBase Column o. Java Strong Yes HDFS 

Now let‘s summarize main advantages and disadvantages of NoSQL. 

3.5.1. NoSQL: The Good 

Today‘s large (web) applications have some specific and also new needs, this is the 

list in which NoSQL databases excels. 

Simple queries – most of the queries on web applications are by the primary keys, 

NoSQL databases usually work them really fast 

Low Latency – because NoSQL transactions mostly does not require locking writes 

are very fast, also simple reads 

Scalability, elasticity, geographic distribution – because of their simple data model 

they scale easier than RDBMS, elastically can scale by application needs (up and 

down)  

High availability – because they trade some consistency (e.g. eventual consistency) 

for availability, or because of their implementation (e.g. HBase) 
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Flexible-schemas – because of their data model they easily handle semi-structured 

data 

Smaller Impedance Mismatch– many NoSQL databases retain data in structures 

that map more directly to object classes used in the application code, this can 

significantly reduce development time 

But we should also consider the down sides. 

3.5.2. NoSQL: The Bad 

Limited query capabilities (so far) – e.g. because of distributed nature of most 

NoSQL databases 

Rough tools – because NoSQL databases are so young there are still not so much 

tools for them 

Eventual consistency – can make client applications more difficult because of read 

conflicts 

No standardization – can make problem with portability or create vendor lock-in
4
 

Not bug friendly – integrity control of data often lies on application, RDBMS does 

that usually for us  

                                                 

 

4
Vendor lock-in – economic term, makes customer dependent on one product or service, 

unable to switch to another without substantial costs 
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4. Experimental part 

In this chapter I will try to demonstrate differences of SQL and NoSQL solutions by 

a simple read/write benchmark. Program will insert separate records (to simulate 

different inserts) into different databases and then will read them. 

The platform used for these tests is a 2.80GHz Intel Core i7 with 8GB or memory 

and an SATA disk drive. The operating system is Windows 7 Professional. 

4.1. Developer Documentation 

For my sample web application I chose ASP.NET (C#) with these database 

connectors:  

 .NET Framework Data Provider for SQL Server
5
 

 ServiceStack.Redis for Redis
6
 

 Hammock for CouchDB connection
7
 

As a sample data I used XML file 14857 records composed from triplet of integer 

and two strings. 

4.2. Benchmark results 

Table 2 – Benchmark results 

 Writes (recs/ms) Reads  (recs/ms) 

Redis 2.0.1 12,537 125,907 

CouchDB1.0.1 0,487 0,559 

SQL Server 2008 R2 (64-bit) 0,260 209,253 

SQL Server (BulkCopy) 102,462 --- 

                                                 

 

5
Included in ViSualStudio 2010 

6
https://github.com/ServiceStack/ServiceStack.Redis 

7
https://code.google.com/p/relax-net/ 
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As we can see on Table 2 SQL Server excels in speed of reads but is very slow in 

separate writes. For demonstration I included INSERT with utility BulkCopy which 

will prepare database for massive inserts, and then execute them in bulk. Redis as in-

memory database is very fast in reads and also in writes. CouchDB does not really 

excel in any of two tests. 
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Conclusion 

This thesis certainly does not cover every use case, benefit or drawback of SQL and 

NoSQL, but I think it gives a pretty decent start. Purpose of this thesis was not to 

convince all readers that we should throw away all our relational databases and 

replace them with NoSQL. It was to help readers to understand alternatives to 

relational databases, their advantages and disadvantages and that they exist for the 

reason; we can picture our data problems and their solutions as Figure 26. 

 

Figure 26 – Venn diagram of SQL and NoSQL solutions 

In my opinion when our data can fit into standard RDBMS without too many 

compromises we do not need NoSQL. E.g. if classic size MySQL server fits our 

needs it is probably what we needs. If our entities are homogenous and simple we 

will have no problem mapping them on tables. This is what RDBMS was doing for 

decades and where really shines. But when it comes to distribution and scaling we 

should really take a step back and select not just default tool, but best tool for the use 

case. 

 

 

Our problem 

NoSQL SQL 
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